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With a week having passed since the 120-point, two-day decline of last Thursday and 

Friday, it seems appropriate to try to consider its implications in a bit more depth. It 
I""'''''II~-'':i''s'-';idrri''ff'icult to~-maKe-:---con'Crete -p-ronoll ncements, ~s-in~s _ <:mr "readers a-re .... a:wa"r~~· a~re ~=-,,;-:--~-~-- ~ --' 

reqUlred to go to press at noon on Friday, and the ultimate outcome of the latest triple 
witching hour is unknown as we write this. Nonetheless, let us try to gain some general 
perspective on last week's extraordinary events. 

One of the words that last week's market repeatedly evoked was "volatility." We 
were first prompted to study market volatility under conditions almost exactly the 
opposite of the present, back in December 1982 when the market was erupting on the upside 
rather than falling through the floor. We pointed out then that it was necessarv to 
distinguish between volatility and trend. (A market that goes up ten points each day for a 
long period is strong but not volatile; one which alternates 20-point rises with 10-point 
declines achieves the same result with considerably more volatility). We pointed out that 
the standard deviation, simply a statistical measure of variability, was probably the best 
gauge of market volatility. Accordingly, we calculated and charted the standard deviation 
of daily changes for each month from 1926 to the time of publication. This week, we 
extended that approach, calculating the standard deviation of hourly changes in the DJIA 
for each week since 1974. 

The 1982 study led to the conclusion that recent trading had not been particularly 
volatile on an historical basis, although, August 1982 had been. Further investigation 
prompted by the latter fact suggested that extreme variabilitv in a given month was 
generally consistent with market bottoms. The same held true for the weekly study we 
completed this week. 

We republished this work in May of this year in an effort to examine whether or 
not program trading had any effect on market volatilitv. Our conclusion at that time, _______ I_ 
wmcn surprisea~m-any, was-that it did not, and this remained true "in"'June also:- It 
appears, however, that September will eventually go down in historv as one of the more 
volatile months since the 1940's. It will not set a record, to be sure, but it will be up 
there in a league with August 1982, May 1970, etc. Our weekly study showed the same 
thing for the week ended September 12th. Volatility was nowhere near a record, but 
equalled many weeks during late 1974, plus November 1978 and March 1980, all periods of 
notable downside climaxes. 

It is for this reason that the determination of whether we can blame last week's 
wide swings, to a considerable extent at least, on futures-related selling programs 
becomes important. If such is the case, then the comparison of last week's trading with 
past major bottoms becomes irrelevant. Much of the answer will be provided this 
afternoon. If triple witching hour proves to be a non-event or shows moderate strength, it 
will suggest that much of last Thursday's and Friday's gyrations can be blamed on the 
unwinding of outstanding buy programs. 

We are, frankly, unwilling to place too much Significance from the wide swings for 
September as a month and the week of September 8 -12. For one thing, they came a week 
after the market had made a new high, not after protracted declines as in the instances 
mentioned above. Furthermore, as we pointed 011t last week, although it did so in only a 
few days, the Dow last week simply traversed the familiar trading range which has confined 
it ever since early spring. The deterioration that has manifested itself during the 
course of that trading range has been the constant subject of this letter throughout the 
summer. Certainly, last week's action, which constituted nothing more than a pause in the 
downtrend, is insufficient to reverse that deterioration. 

The most bullish factor that can be noted, it seems to us, is that the pause came 
where it did, in the mid-1700s, a level comparable to three prior lows for the DJIA. If 
this test of the lows is successful, it, along with the climatic action of last week, may 
become part of a chain of evidence that last summer's trading was consolIdation, rather 
than the distributional top we believe it to be. We would prefer, however, to await 
further such evidence from the standpoint of a defensive position. 
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